
LEARN THE KEYS TO RESTORE LIKE A PRO
Big changes at Danchuk!!!  For those of you that 
haven’t heard, Danchuk has decided to liquidate 
our Chevelle and El Camino line for the sole pur-
pose of making even more parts for the 5-6-7’s 
and better serving you.  As all of you know we 
have been investing almost all of our resources 
for the past 31 years and even more so lately into 
our Tri-Five line.  Well, we’ve decided to kick it up 
yet another notch.

Between the increase in new parts per year, 
the addition of our Mid-West shipping hub and 
increasing our Customer Service Department by 
25% we have improved an already great company 
by leaps and bounds.  Now we have decided to let 
Chevelle and El Camino go so that we will have but 
one single focus, you customers and your cars. 
So tell your friends that while supplies last we 
are going to discount the Chevelle and El Camino 
specific parts line by 20%.  

We’ve enjoyed Chevelle and El Camino for over 
20 years and certainly aren’t saying that it’s gone 
forever, but until we feel that we have done every-
thing that can be done to preserve the 55-57 Chevy 
we are going to focus on only that.  So keep up on 
our newsletters, ads and catalogs because the fun 
is just beginning.  Beautiful new Made in the USA 
parts like the ’56 & ’57 hood bars and 1955 Front 
Bumpers are no longer going to be a rare thing.  
We intend to go after large, difficult and expensive 
parts like these on a constant basis and with the 
utmost speed and efficiency.

Thank you for your support all these years, without 
you we would have nothing.

Happy Restoring,

Steve Brown,
General Manager

What is the real difference between how a pro-
fessionally built car looks and performs compared 
with a car that someone built in his or her garage 
or driveway?  Sometimes, nothing but the price 
tag.  We have seen absolutely stunning cars pull 
into our place in California that were 100% built 
by their owners. Now to be fair 100% built by 
the owner usually means that the engineering, 
planning and assembly was done by the owner 
and the paint and upholstery were subbed out.  
But hey….most of the top builders do that!  What 
is it that makes the difference between that car 
you look at and say “Whoa!” and the one that 
you look at and say...“Well, that’s pretty nice.” Is 
it Talent?  Attention to Detail?  Planning?   

To try and find out we went to our friends at D & 
P Classic Chevy in Huntington Beach, California.  
D & P specializes in high end Tri-5 and Chevrolet 
Muscle Car restorations and has been building 
cutting edge rides for more years than we can 
count. They are helping us with our newest project, 
a ‘57 Belair 2-door hardtop and we felt that if we 
paid attention to what they do to our car, we might 
be able to pick up a few tips we 
could pass on to the readers of 
the “Danchuk Update”. 

We had the car acid dipped 
to remove all the rust and old 
paint and Gary from GTA Auto 
Metal Works had finished most 
of the major metal work before 
the car was delivered to D & P.  

Also, the Morrison Chassis, engine, transmission 
and some of the upgrades like Vintage Air, power 
windows and a Raingear Wiper system had been 
set up or roughed in.  The crew at D & P will do 

the finish bodywork, paint, upholstery and the 
final assembly as well as attending to all those 
little details you run into when building a car.  We 
are very happy they agreed to get involved with 
the project.

After looking over the car, Darrell, owner of D & P 
with his wife, Peggy, determined that too much time 

had gone by since 
we had had the 
car dipped.  The 
car was still not 
in primer and Dar-
rell felt that it had 
to be blasted to 
make sure there 
would be no paint 
problems. Darrell 
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WHAT’S THE SECRET TO A
PROFESSIONAL RESTORATION?



RESTORE LIKE A PRO . . . 
reminded us that what you start with 
is more important than what you put 
on a body when doing a high-end 
paint job.  Ahhh…one of those tips 
we were hoping for.  If the body that 
you put the paint on is perfect as it 
can be then the paint will be that 
much better.  Darrell explained that 
when they start a car for a customer, 
their goal is to build the perfect car 
before they actually assemble it for 
the last time.  In this way they can 
be sure the end result is consistently 
perfect and up to the high standards 
a professionally built car is held to.  
Another one of those tips…pay 
attention to detail and make sure 
everything fits and works before you 
paint and finish.  

Every part of the car’s body is pre-fit-
ted.  Every bit of stainless is pre-fitted 
as well as the chrome, bumpers, 
headlight bezels, you name it (this 
is how we found out that our left 
front fender needed work around 
the headlight bezel.  Had we not 
pre-fit this we would have had a BIG 
surprise).  The car is mounted on the 
chassis that has gone through the 
same pre-fit and such…the engine, 
transmission and accessories are 
mocked up for fit and function.  Ev-
ery aspect of the car is engineered 
and looked at and in most cases 
assembled before any paint is shot 
or any stainless or chrome is worked 
on.  This is the difference between 
a professionally done restoration 
and one done in someone’s garage.  
Attention to detail, and taking the time to make sure that everything fits like 
you want it to BEFORE you paint or assemble.

Now we aren’t going to say that everyone can build as nice a car as the 
pro in his or her garage. Pro’s have the experience and the talent not to 
mention this is what they do for a living.  But if you have some talent and 
you pay attention to detail and do the car the right way you can level the 
playing field quite a bit.

Super Chevy Magazine and Danchuk have 
teamed up, in celebration of the 50th An-
niversary of the ‘57 Chevy, in a year long 
event called “Best of the Best”. Super Chevy 
Magazine will be at each Super Chevy 
Show in 2007 photographing all registered 
‘57 Chevys. Each entry receives a “Best of 
the Best “ Dash plaque, and will be photographed and entered into 
the contest. Then it will be up to you, the Danchuk customer, Super 
Chevy reader, and Super Chevy Show attendees to go online and 
vote for the best ‘57 Chevy of each show. For one week beginning 
the Wednesday afternoon (other uncontrollable factors not withstand-
ing) following each show, you will be able to judge and vote for your 
favorite ‘57 at the Super Chevy website, http://www.superchevy.com/. 
The Friday of each week the winner of each show will be posted as 
our BEST OF THE BEST.  At the season’s end, each show winner 
will compete for your vote to be the 50th Anniversary BEST OF THE 
BEST ‘57 Chevy. The winner will be featured in a Super Chevy issue 
in 2008. So all you ‘57’s get to the nearest Super Chevy Show for 
your chance to be the Best of the Best.

WE HOPE TO SEE YOU AT ONE OF THESE
UPCOMING SUPER CHEVY SHOWS:

 July 13-14-15 .......... O’Reilly Raceway Park at Indianapolis .. Indianapolis, IN
 July 19-20-21-22 ..... Maple Grove Raceway ...................................Reading, PA
 July 27-28-29 .......... Milan Dragway ..................................................... Milan, MI
 Aug. 10-11-12 .......... Route 66 Raceway ................................Chicago-Joliet, IL
 Aug. 17-18-19 ......... Kansas City International Raceway ..... Kansas City, MO

THE BEST SHOWS ARE YET TO COME . . . 

Smack dab in the middle of Summer!

AND DON’T  FORGET . . . .
SATURDAY, AUGUST 18TH, 2007

LONG BEACH VETERANS STADIUM

Orange County Classic Chevy 
Club, in association with the Los 
Angeles Classic Chevy Club is 
honored to host an All Chevrolet 
event celebrating the king of the 
Tri-Five’s . . . . the 1957 Chevy!!! This event is open to all pre-1973 
GM cars and trucks, so bring out your classic Chevy and help us 
celebrate this once in a lifetime event honoring one of the most 
popular cars in American automobile history. This show is the third 
in a series of tri-five celebrations sponsored by Danchuk and D & P 
Classic Chevy. This show promises to be the largest of the three, so 
get your registration in early to reserve your spot. Pre-registration 
is available until July 1st, 2007 for just $40. Registration the day of 
the show will be $45. A special participation plaque will be given 
to the first 100 pre-registered entries, and the first 200 entries will 
receive a special commemorative gift. All participants will receive a 
goodie bag. Registration materials and show updates can be found 
at www.golden567shows.com, or by calling D&P Classic Chevy at 
714.375.0889 or Danchuk at 714.540.4363.
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‘57 STORIES
My First Car…
I first got hooked on 57 Chevy’s in 1968 when I was 14 years old.  
My best friend, Willy Cook, who was a few years older that I was, 
had just bought a 57 Sport Coupe and after cruising around with 
him that summer I just had to have a 57 too.  With his help I located 
an original Nomad but when we went to look at it the owner decided 
not to sell.  After looking at several 57’s that were out of my price 
range Willy found a 57 Nomad about ½ mile from his house.  The 
owner had stripped most of the chrome and interior out of it, except 
for the back seat, and was planning to send it to the junkyard.  The 
neighborhood kids had shot out most of the glass and the rear 
quarter looked like it had been removed with an axe but it was in 
my price range…the owner would let me have it for the $25.00 the 
junkyard was going to give him.  After my friend agreed to help me 
get it back on the road we bought it, put 4 tires on it and towed it back to 
my house.  When I showed it to my Dad he told me I couldn’t keep it and 
demanded I return it and get my money back.  Well, I made a few phone 
calls and found some space for the car at a friend’s farm implement shop 
about a mile from my house.  He said I could store the Nomad there and 
I could work on it there when I had the time.  

By my Junior year (in the spring of 1972) I was driving the Nomad to high 
school.  It didn’t have an interior, except for seats, but it sure beat riding 
the bus!!

In 1974 the Nomad finally got it’s first bright red paint job and I installed 
an interior I bought from one of the only places you could get one in those 
days..,..it fit OK and the Nomad was finally all together.

My ‘57 150 Sedan was headed for the car crusher when we discovered it in a local junk yard.  $300.00 
took it home with no title and no door tag.  It took me 14 years to do the frame off restoration which I 
did myself with the exception of the bodywork, paint and upholstery.  The car now features a .030 over 
small block 400 with an Edelbrock Performer RPM Intake, cam and carb.  I also installed a 700R-4 
trans, Custom Auto Sound radio, Vintage Air and a ton of Danchuk parts.  And I have the invoices to 
prove it!!!

Tim McCain - Canon City, Colorado

As always happens with 
these projects you drive 
the car and then drive it 
less and less until the car 
is parked waiting for it’s 
next reincarnation.  20 years later, in 1994, I installed a new motor, had a 
new interior put in and gave the Nomad a much needed paint job.  Now 
my wife and I take the Nomad to shows and we even take it on vacations 
during the summer months.  In the past 38 years I have put over 300,000 
miles on the Nomad without any trouble…not even a flat.  The Nomad has 
taken us from South Carolina to California and I am proud to say I still own 
and drive my FIRST car.  And I will never sell my Nomad.  Never.

Rick Berens - Maple Park, Illinois

Saved from the Crusher…
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“  Bowtie of the Fifties”  Crossword

Across
 2. One of the billboard slogans in 1957 read “America’s Best ______,
  America’s Best Buy.
 3. The GM lineup in 1955 offered 14 different solid colors, but ________
  could only be had on a convertible.
 5. The 3 seat Townsman Wagon in 1954 would accomodate _______
  passengers.
 9. The BelAir line in 1953 was the only line that year that offered the color
  _________.
 10. There were no _______ passenger wagons offered in the 1956 model
  line. 
 11. In 1954 the ____________ name, which was later used by GM for
  another car model, was used to describe one experimental model of the
  Corvette. 
12. There were a total of ______________ different color choices in the
  1955 model year. 
15. The 2 door _______ drew the most sales in the 1955 “150” Series
  lineup. 

16. The name ________ was used in 1958 to replace the “210” series of
  cars. 
17. In it’s fi rst year this car’s production fi gures were only 300 units.
20. The fi rst automatic transmission offered by GM was called the?
21. The Townsman Wagon, no longer part of the _____ Series, was the
  most expensive Chevrolet for 1954.
23. Tom McCahill a writer for _________________ magazine took the 1956
  Chevrolet for a test drive and said he thought the V-8 engine was the
  best in the US to that date.
24. ___________ tires, which were banned at the start of the Korean
  Confl ict were reissued at the start of the 1953 Model Year.
25. The 1954 Model year was the fi rst to offer the _______ interior in the
  210 lineup.
27. The fi rst year any of the “Big Three” automakers offered an automatic
  transmission was?
33. The experimental ___________ ,also known as the Waldorf Astoria Car,
  was based on a Corvette.
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Q:  I have a ‘57 Belair with a Turbo 400 trans that uses the original 
column shifter.  Recently I have noticed that some serious binding 
is starting to take place inside the steering column.  There is no 
smoothness in the shift lever action and on hard left hand turns the 
lever will shift the transmission into reverse.  I referred to my repair 
manual, which shows some type of fi rewall/steering column adjust-
ment, but I don’t really understand it.  I have loosened some of the 
recommended bolts, which makes things better, but I am sure I should 
not leave them this way.  How can I fi x this problem?

A:  There are several things that can cause what you are experiencing and 
they really are not that hard to fi x.  The steering column has an outer tube 
and an inner “shift” tube.  The steering box shaft rides inside the “shift tube” 
and is supported by a bearing in the top of the column (Danchuk #008).  
At the bottom of the column there is an adjusting ring which allows you to 
adjust the clearance between the inner and outer tubes.  If the adjustment 
at the bottom of the tube is out it will cause the shift tube to bind.  If the 
bearing at the top of the column is worn and allowing the shaft too much 
play it can cause the car to shift gears when you are trying to steer the 
car.  If this is the case the bearing will have to be replaced and the bottom 
ring will have to be adjusted.  Another problem could be that the steering 
shaft itself has been damaged and is bent.  If that were the case then the 
steering box would have to be replaced as well.

Q:  I have a ‘55 Belair that we just upgraded the engine and transmis-
sion in.  Now, that shift indicator in the dash does not line up.  Does 
anyone make a replacement indicator lens that has the correct letter 
placement or do I just need to make some sort of adjustment?

A:  You don’t mention which transmission you installed, but Danchuk has 
replacement lenses for all popular transmissions.  Call the customer ser-
vice department to fi nd the one you need for your project.  Once installed 
you will still have to make some minor adjustments, but this will solve the 
majority of the problem.

If you have a 55-57 tech question that you would like to see answered 
in Q and A send your question to:

Update Tech c/o Bill Roche - 451 Southpoint  Circle, Suite 100, Browns-
burg, Indiana 46112

Or email to updatetech@danchuk.com

You can also get fast answers to your questions by posting them in the 
Tech Question forum in the “Garage” on our website.

EVERY GOOD QUESTION
DESERVES A GOOD ANSWER

Question & Answer

Diffi culty: Really Hard
Reference Book:  “BowTies of the 50’s” by John Moloney

Across Continued
 35. The Styleline Deluxe ____________ was the most expensive vehicle in
  the Chevrolet lineup for 1950.
 36. The most noticable change in the grill for 1952 were the addition of fi ve
  _________ in the center of the grille.
 37. The fi rst car to use the __________ name was a fi ve-passenger 2-door
  sedan that was seen at Motoramas in 1956.
 38. The DelRay was discontinued in 1959 and the Biscayne was
  __________ one slot to become the low-priced series.
 39. The lowest production model in the DeLuxe lineup in 1952 was Model
  2134 which happened to be the __________.
 40. The _______________ made it’s fi rst appearance in the 1959 model
  line-up. 
 41. 6 colors of Floor _______ were offered by GM in 1956.  The same
  number offered by Danchuk today. 

Down
 1. In 1957, the Model 2409 Belair _________ wagon was a 6 passenger
  vehicle only.
 2. Sweet, Smooth and _________ was the GM slogan in 1957.
 3. The cars for the 1953 model year were offered in 10 different
  __________.
 4. The 1959 9 passenger Kingswood Wagon had a ________ facing third
  seat. 
 6. 1956 was the fi rst year to offer a 4 door __________.
 7. A _________ sedan was basically a 3 passenger car with the rear
  seat removed.
 8. Ads for the 1956 Chevrolet stated “The Hot One’s Even ________.
 10. With a production run of onlly 7273 units the _____________ is a very
  popular model 57 with collectors.
 13. In 1951, 18.75 would buy you the rare and highly sought after
  ______________ in your Belair Coupe.
 14. The “Plain Jane” Special Fleetline 2 and 4 door sedans were phased
  out during the _________ model year.
 18. 1958 Station Wagons in the DelRay line were called ___________.
 19. The 1956 Belair ________________ wagon saw fewer units produced
  that the same model wagon in the 210 series.
 22. In 1958 the most expensive GM vehicle available, next to the Corvette,
  was the 4 door __________ that seated 6 passengers.
 23. The 95 dollar _____________ option raised the horsepower to 180 at
  4600 RPM in 1955.
 26. In 1958 the new 348 cu in displacement engine was called the
  ___________. 
 28. In 1950 one body style that was not as popular as the Deluxe Styleline
  was the Special __________Deluxe Model 2153.
 29. Cars equipped with the powerglide transmission in 1953 came with
  aluminum pistons and self-adjusting __________ valve lifters in their
  Blue Flame Six cylinder engines
 30. The Ruben Allender Company in Detroit produced 187 __________ 
  Chevrolets in 1957 which carried a regular GM warranty.
 31. The 1955 model year was the fi rst to introduce the ________ cylinder
  265 engine.
 32. The 1952 DeLuxe convertible’s interior was offered in 5 different colors
  of what material?
 34. The ___________ line in 1952 had an additional piece of trim that was
  used on the quarter panel that was not used on the 1951 model.
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CHECK OUT THESE NEWEST ADDITIONS

HELWIG SWAY BARS WITH SILVER VEIN FINISH
1955-57 Front, 1-1/4” ................................................... #14654 ..........$169.95/ea.

1955 FRONT BUMPER BRACKETS
1955 Complete Set, OE Style, 6-Piece ....................... #14655 ..........$129.95/set

ORIGINAL STYLE
DOOR LOCK KNOBS
1955-57 Polished Billet

 ......#14656 .....................$19.95/pr.

1957 FLOOR SHIFT, TILT STEERING COLUMNS
BY FLAMING RIVER
2 inch tube for direct boly-in fit with your existing dash bezel. All new components 
for updated steering technology. Complete with stainless steel dress up kit (tilt/turn 
signal levers, hazard knob), GM wiring (4-1/4 inch connector), and canceling cam. 
Shaft size is 1-inch DD. Length is 33-1/2 inches.
1957 Mill Finish ............................................................ #14663 ..........$429.00/ea.
1957 Polished Finish ................................................... #14664 ..........$619.00/ea.

FLAMING RIVER STEERING 
COLUMN FLOOR MOUNT
1955-57 ............#14673 .....$95.95/ea.

STEERING COLUMN
FLASHER HARNESSES
1955 .................#14666 .....$71.95/ea.
1956 .................#14667 .....$71.95/ea.
1957 .................#14668 .....$71.95/ea.

RAG JOINT/ U-JOINT
All 3/4" DD Malex 3/4-30 Spline .................................. #14669 ............$89.95/ea.

FLAMING RIVER STEERING
WHEEL HUB ADAPTER
All 9-Bolt ..........#14670 .....$92.95/ea.

FLAMING RIVER
GEARSHIFT LENSES
(NOT SHOWN)
1957 .................#14671 .....$19.95/ea.
1957 Overdrive

 .....................#14672 .....$15.95/ea.

1955-56 COLUMN SHIFT, TILT STEERING COLUMNS
BY FLAMING RIVER
Add tilt to your classic! All new gearshift column without indicator. It fits the dash 
bezel like the original with the added benefit of tilt! Stainless steel dress up kit 
(tilt/turn signal levers, hazard knob), GM wiring (4-1/4 inch connector) and all new 
canceling cam. Shaft size is 1-inch DD.
1955-56 Mill Finish ....................................................... #14657 ...........$581.95/kit
1955-56 Polished Finish  ............................................. #14658 ..........$678.95/ea.

1955-56 FLOOR SHIFT, TILT STEERING COLUMNS
BY FLAMING RIVER
Column features 2 inch tube for direct bolt-in fit with your existing dash bezel. All 
new components for updated steering technology. Complete with stainless steel 
dress up kit (tilt/turn signal levers, hazard knob), GM wiring (4-1/4 inch connector) 
and all new canceling cam. Shaft size is 1-inch DD.
1955-56 Mill Finish ....................................................... #14659 ..........$329.00/ea.
1955-56 Polished Finish .............................................. #14660 ..........$479.00/ea.

1957 COLUMN SHIFT, TILT STEERING COLUMNS
BY FLAMING RIVER
All new compact gearshift housing design enhances driver comfort, with only 7 
inches of housing length. It fits the dash bezel like the original, with the added 
benefit of tilt. Stainless steel dress up kit (tilt/turn signal levers, hazard knob), GM 
wiring (4-1/4 inch connector) and all new canceling cam. Shaft size is 1-inch DD. 
Length is 33-1/2 inches. Combination back up neutral safety switch included as 
well as removable shifter arm with 12 locating positions.
1957 Mill Finish ............................................................ #14661 ..........$637.95/ea.
1957 Mill Finish with Indicator .................................... #14665 ..........$864.95/ea.
1957 Polished Finish ................................................... #14662 ..........$734.00/ea.

IPOD INTERFACE ADAPTER CABLES
iPod interface for Custom Autosound CD controller radios (USA-5, USA-6 and 
SecretAudio manufactured after 4/03). Connects to 8-PIN DIN at head unit. Simply 
plug into the CD  changer port on the back of your CustomAutosound radio and 
plug in your iPOD. The unit will turn on, turn off and charge your iPOD. Song se-
lection is made with the CD control buttons on your CustomAutosound radio and 
includes playlist selection and random song selection. Compatible with any iPod 
with a dock connector on the bottom, power on automatic play function and power 
off automatic pause, automatic pause when switching to FM, AM, CD or tape, no 
battery required, charges iPOD, and direct connection with CD-quality sound. 
All .................................................................................. #14674 ...........$124.95/pr.
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DASH PAD AND HARDWARE
The padded dash was a rare option on 55-56 Chevy's. This rare option will make your classic stand out. Dash is molded in 
black, but can be painted to match your interior. Pad is glued in place and hardware is included.
1955-56 ....................................................................................................#14325 .......................... $275.00 ..........$249.95/ea.

CLASSIC INSTRUMENTS GAUGES
These packages come complete with electronic programmable speedometer; electronic tachometer, fuel, oil, psi, water temperature and volt gauges, all necessary 
sending units with fuel gauge compatible to the stock sender, custom made brackets specially fabricated to mount new Classic Instruments gauges into your stock 
opening complete with appropria�
transmission gear selector, see parts 12752-12759. Will not work with LS1, LT1 or LT4 engines, but are available upon special order. 

1955-56 Black Face, w/ White Font & Pointers . #12748 .. $799.95 .. $699.95/set
1955-56 Grey Face, w/ White Font & Red Pointers

 ......................................................................... #12749 .. $799.95 ..$699.95/set
1955-56 Tan Face, w/ Brown Font & Red Pointers

 ......................................................................... #12750 .. $799.95 ..$699.95/set
1955-56 White Face, w/ Black Font & Pointers . #12751 .. $799.95 .. $699.95/set
1955-56 Danchuk Signature Series, White Face, Orange Pointer

 ......................................................................... #14650 .. $869.95 ..$769.95/set
1955-57 Danchuk Signature Series, Black Face, Orange Pointer

 ......................................................................... #14651 .. $869.95 ..$769.95/set
1957 White, Flat Lens, Orange Pointer .............. #12276 .. $799.95 .. $699.95/set

CLASSIC INSTRUMENTS 
CLOCKS
#14202 is necessary to adapt the clock 
to the stock dash for 1955-56.
1955-56 White

 ......#14158 ..$89.95 ...... $79.95/ea.
1955-56 Black

 ......#14159 ..$89.95 ...... $79.95/ea.
1955-56 Bezel

 ......#14202 ..$59.95 ...... $47.95/ea.
1957 White

 ......#12587 ..$205.00 .. $182.45/ea.
1957 Black

 ......#12588 ..$205.00 .. $182.45/ea.

CLASSIC INSTRUMENTS GEAR SELECTORS
1955-56 Black, Overdrive ..................#12752 ............. $149.95 ........$133.45/set
1955-56 Black, TH350-400 .................#12753 ............. $149.95 ........$133.45/set
1955-56 Grey, Overdrive ....................#12754 ............. $149.95 ........$133.45/set
1955-56 Grey, TH350-400 ..................#12755 ............. $149.95 ........$133.45/set
1955-56 Tan, Overdrive .....................#12756 ............. $149.95 ........$133.45/set
1955-56 Tan, TH350-400 ....................#12757 ............. $149.95 ........$133.45/set
1955-56 White, Overdrive ..................#12758 ............. $149.95 ........$133.45/set
1955-56 White, TH350-400 .................#12759 ............. $149.95 ........$133.45/set

CLASSIC INSTRUMENTS 
ROUND CLOCKS
1955-56 Gray Face, 2-1/8,

Red Pointers, White Font
 ......#14208 ..$89.95 ...... $79.95/ea.

1955-56 Tan Face, 2-1/8,
Red Pointers, Dark Brown Font
 ......#14209 ..$89.95 ...... $79.95/ea.

1957 White, Flat Lens, Black Pointer ................. #12276A $775.00 .. $675.00/set
1957 Black, Flat Lens, Orange Pointer ............... #12277 .. $799.95 .. $699.95/set
1957 Black, Flat Lens, White Pointer ................. #12277A $775.00 .. $675.00/set
1957 White, Curved Lens, Orange Pointer ........ #12278 .. $799.95 .. $699.95/set
1957 White, Curved Lens, Black Pointer ........... #12278A $775.00 .. $675.00/set
1957 Black, Curved Lens, Orange Pointer ........ #12279 .. $799.95 .. $699.95/set
1957 Black, Curved Lens, White Pointer ........... #12279A $775.00 .. $675.00/set
1957 Danchuk Sig. Series, White, Orange Pointer

 ......................................................................... #14652 .. $869.95 ..$769.95/set
1957 Danchuk Sig. Series, Black, Orange Pointer

 ........................................................................... #14653 .. $869.95 ..$769.95/set

Sale Sale

Sale

Sale

Sale

Sale

PRICES GOOD UNTIL AUGUST 18TH!
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CRUISE INTO SUMMER WITH THE RIGHT TUNES

CUSTOM
AUTOSOUND 
USA-2
STEREOS
- NO CASSETTE
This Concourse series 
USA-2 radio has no cassette, but comes with Auxiliary input for iPod, MP3 and 
satellite radio. AM/FM stereo, 200 watts, (4 x 50), auxiliary input, digital clock, 
electronic tuner, 30 pre-sets, 4 channel RCA pre-outs, 4 way fader, seek and scan  
tuning and power antenna lead..
1955 Chrome ......................................#10818 ............. $159.00 ........$143.00/ea.
1956 Chrome (Shown) .......................#10819 ............. $159.00 ........$143.00/ea.
1957 Chrome ......................................#10820 ............. $159.00 ........$143.00/ea.

CUSTOM
AUTOSOUND 
USA-1 STEREOS 
Features include: 
AM/FM stereo, 4-way 
fader, digital clock, power 
antenna lead, separate bass & treble, fast forward & rewind, auxiliary inputs, 
auto-reverse cassette, best station memory, pre-set scan, 200 watts (4 x 50), 
digital clock, electronic tuner, 30 pre-sets, seek & scan, radio intercept, 4 channel 
RCA pre-outs, black or chrome face. Auxiliary connection enables satellite radio, 
MP3, iPod, and video.
1955 w/ Black Face ............................#10830 ............. $199.00 ........$178.95/ea.
1956 w/ Black Face ............................#10831 ............. $199.00 ........$178.95/ea.
1957 w/ Black Face ............................#10832 ............. $199.00 ........$178.95/ea.
1955 w/ Chrome Face (Shown) .........#10833 ............. $199.00 ........$178.95/ea.
1956 w/ Chrome Face ........................#10834 ............. $199.00 ........$178.95/ea.
1957 w/ Chrome Face ........................#10835 ............. $199.00 ........$178.95/ea.

CUSTOM
AUTOSOUND 
USA-5 CD
CONTROLLER 
STEREOS 
This radio will control all functions of the optional Custom Autosound 10 disc CD 
changer. Functions of the CD changes controlled from radio pushbuttons - NO 
external controls or FM modulation required. Features include: AM/FM stereo, 
fader, power antenna lead, separate bass & treble, fast forward & rewind, chrome 
nosepiece, auto reverse cassette, pre-set scan, 240 watts (4x60) RMS, electronic 
tuner, chrome or black face, 30 Presets -18 FM & 12 AM, seek & scan, metal tape, 
4-channel RCA pre-outs. 
1955 w/ Black Face ............................#10824 ............. $279.00 ........$250.95/ea.
1955 w/ Black Face & CD Changer ...#10824C .......... $548.95 ........$469.95/set
1956 w/ Black Face ............................#10825 ............. $279.00 ........$250.95/ea.
1956 w/ Black Face & CD Changer ...#10825C .......... $548.95 ........$469.95/set
1957 w/ Black Face ............................#10826 ............. $279.00 ........$250.95/ea.
1957 w/ Black Face & CD Changer ...#10826C .......... $548.95 ........$469.95/set
1955 w/ Chrome Face ........................#10827 ............. $279.00 ........$250.95/ea.
1955 w/ Chrome Face & CD Changer

 ........................................................#10827C .......... $548.95 ........$469.95/set
1956 w/ Chrome Face (Shown) .........#10828 ............. $279.00 ........$250.95/ea.
1956 w/ Chrome Face & CD Changer

 ........................................................#10828C .......... $548.95 ........$469.95/set
1957 w/ Chrome Face ........................#10829 ............. $279.00 ........$250.95/ea.
1957 w/ Chrome Face & CD Changer

 ........................................................#10829C .......... $548.95 ........$469.95/set

CUSTOM
AUTOSOUND 
USA-6
STEREOS
- NO CASSETTE
Features include: AM/FM stereo, fader, power antenna lead, separate bass & 
treble, 240 watts (4x60) RMS, pre-set scan, 4 channel RCA pre-outs, 25 pre-sets, 
seek & scan, electronic tuner and volume, auxiliary input for iPod, MP3 and satel-
lite radio, chrome face, and no cassette player. The radio buttons will control all 
functions of the 10-disc CD changer. Available with our CD Changer.
1955 ....................................................#10836 ............. $229.95 ........$199.95/ea.
1955  w/ CD Changer .........................#10836C .......... $488.95 ........$439.95/set
1956 (Shown) .....................................#10837 ............. $229.95 ........$199.95/ea.
1956  w/ CD Changer .........................#10837C .......... $488.95 ........$439.95/set
1957 ....................................................#10838 ............. $229.95 ........$199.95/ea.
1957  w/ CD Changer .........................#10838C .......... $488.95 ........$439.95/set

CUSTOM
AUTOSOUND 
KNW-801
STEREOS
Features include: 
AM/FM stereo, elec-
tronic tuner, fader, 
power antenna lead, 
separate bass & treble, 
fast forward & rewind, 
chrome nosepiece, CD changer control with optional 10 disc CD changer, 140 
watts (4 x 35), auto reverse, RCA pre-outs power fader, metal tape, digital clock, 
separate bass & treble, 18 station pre-set, tuner call, cassette music search, 
black or chrome face. European frequency capable. The radio buttons will control 
all functions of the 10-disc CD changer.. 
1955 Black Face (Shown Top) ..........#12080 ............. $289.00 ........$268.95/ea.
1956 Black Face .................................#12081 ............. $289.00 ........$268.95/ea.
1957 Black Face .................................#12082 ............. $289.00 ........$268.95/ea.
1955 Chrome Face .............................#12083 ............. $289.00 ........$268.95/ea.
1956 Chrome Face .............................#12084 ............. $289.00 ........$268.95/ea.
1957 Chrome Face (Shown Bottom) #12085 ............. $289.00 ........$268.95/ea.

NEW CONCOURSE SERIES

STEREO SYSTEMS
Leave your original radio in the 
dash and control this stereo by 
RF remote control from up to 40 
feet away. The LCD display can 
be mounted almost anywhere 
and the tuner/amplifier unit can be hidden behind the dash or under the seat. This 
unit will also control our CD Changer (part #10846) that can be mounted in the 
trunk. Features: AM/FM Stereo, 200 Watts (4x50), CD Changer Control (10 Disc  
Changer Option), Separate Bass & Treble, 4-way Fader, Digital Clock. Dual RCA 
Pre-Outs (Front & Rear), 30 Pre-sets 12 AM & 18FM, Wireless Remote & LCD.
1955-72 ...............................................#10845 ............. $239.95 ........$215.95/set
1955-72 ...............................................#10845C .......... $498.95 ........$448.25/set
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PRICES GOOD UNTIL AUGUST 18TH!
RADIO SPEAKERS
For those original Chevrolet 
radios there is only one speaker 
to consider: ours. This reproduc-
tion is accurate all the way down 
to the audio response specifica-
tions. It not only looks like the original, it sounds like the original, too. This speaker 
was designed for mono radios only; for stereos see parts #10848, #10846 and 
#10847. 
1955-57 Standard Radio w/o Transformer

 ........................................................#018 ................. $41.95 ............$37.75/ea.
1957, 58-62 Vette Pushbutton Radio (Shown) with Transformer

 ........................................................#017 ................. $49.95 ............$44.95/ea.

CUSTOM AUTOSOUND UNDERCOVER STEALTHSPEAKERS
Enclosure is 8" x 11" and only 2-7/8" high and features a 5-1/2" woofer and 2 
tweeters in each enclosure.
All 120 Watts ......................................#12143 ............. $119.95 ........ $108.00/pr.

STEREO AMPLIFIER
200 watts per channel x 2.
All ......#11180 ...$139.00 ..$125.00/ea.

KENWOOD DUAL 
FRONT SPEAKER
Kenwood quality upgrade replacement 
for your original front in-dash speaker. 
This great quality speaker can handle 
up to 80-watts and is built and designed 
to fit directly in the stock location.
1955-57

 ......#10848 ..$69.95 ......$62.95/ea.

CUSTOM AUTOSOUND
10-DISC CD CHANGER
Enjoy top of the line sound with 
this CD Changer. Works with 
USA-5 and USA-6, and Secret 
Audio System (#10845), and 
Kenwood 801 radios. Control the 
10 disc changer directly from the 
buttons on the face of the radio. 
Installation is easy and detailed 
instructions are included. 1-bit 8x times oversampling, twin digital-to-analog 
converter, 3 beam laser tracking, disc select up and down, track up and down, 
2-way scan and shuffle, play and pause control, program repeat, anti-shock and 
vibration free design, designed for horizontal or vertical or 45 degree installation.
1955-57 ...............................................#10846 ............. $259.00 ........$232.95/ea.

KICK PANEL SPEAKERS
Want more sound without cutting or drilling? These "kicks" sound great, enhance 
interior appearance and affords a "no modification" fit. Made of black ABS plastic 
and can be painted to match your interior. 
1955-56 80 Watt (Shown Right) ........#10172 ............. $129.00 .........$115.95/pr.
1957 80 Watt (Shown Left) ................#10174 ............. $129.00 .........$115.95/pr.
1955-56 Pioneer, 120 Watt .................#10175 ............. $189.00 ........ $169.95/pr.
1957 Pioneer, 120 Watt ......................#10177 ............. $189.00 ........ $169.95/pr.

KICK PANELS WITHOUT SPEAKERS
Use these kick panels with speakers up to 6 inches in diameter. 
1955-56 ...............................................#13280 ............. $74.95 ............ $67.50/pr.
1957 ....................................................#13281 ............. $74.95 ............ $67.50/pr.

RADIO 
SPEAKER 
BOOT
This boot 
transmits the 
sound from your speaker through the 
dashboard.
1955-56 ............#858  ........$15.95/ea. 

DUAL VOICE COIL SPEAKER
Get the best quality sound possible 
from your original dash speaker loca-
tion. These speakers have up to 70% 
more cone area than the conventional 
dual speaker setup. This will give you 
improved bass response and power 
handling. Dual tweeter and both chan-
nels hook up to one speaker. 
1955-57 120 Watts

 ......#10847 ..$44.95 ......$40.45/ea.

KICK PANELS
Feet can abuse a car 
no matter how careful 
one is. Restore that 
factory look! Panels 
are black and textured 
with a vinyl-style fin-
ish. Easily painted to match 
your original interior color or uphol-
stered for custom interior applications. 
Sold in pairs. Made in the United States of America.
1955  ...................................................#480 ................. $13.95 ............ $12.50/pr.
1956 (Shown) .....................................#481 ................. $13.95 ............ $12.50/pr.
1957 (Shown) .....................................#482 ................. $13.95 ............ $12.50/pr.
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THE ANSWERS ARE AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

CHEVROLET OWNER’S 
MANUALS
These 2-color heavy stock reprints 
contain information needed to safely 
operate, care for, and maintain your 
automobile.
1955 ..#519 ......$6.95 ..........$6.25/ea.
1956 ..#520 ......$6.95 ..........$6.25/ea.
1957 ..#521 ......$6.95 ..........$6.25/ea.

PATTERN 
OF PROFIT 
MANUAL
Published by GM 
Corporation in 
1957, this manual 
is a complete 
review of a slide-
show presentation 
created for Chevrolet service depart-
ments. Pattern of Profit instructed 
service departments on the correct 
way to do a “quality conditioning job” 
quickly and efficiently. A true collector’s 
item for the ’57 Chevy buff.
1957 ..#2764 ....$6.75 ..........$5.95/ea.

CONVERTIBLE OWNER’S 
BOOKLETS
These sixteen page color booklets 
describe in detail the operation, care, 
and maintenance of your convertible 
top. Exactly like the original, and a 
must-have for collectors.
1955 ..#514 ......$5.95 ..........$5.35/ea.
1956 ..#515 ......$5.95 ..........$5.35/ea.
1957 ..#516 ......$5.95 ..........$5.35/ea.

CHEVROLET FACTORY 
ASSEMBLY MANUALS 

These bound books are reprints 
of the manuals used on the assem-
bly line at General Motors and are 
essential for correct car restoration. 
Each manual contains detailed assem-
bly drawings, original part numbers, and 
more. You can save yourself much time 
and frustration by understanding the complete 
assembly before you begin a project.
1955 ....................................................#506 ................. $21.95 ............$19.75/ea.
1956 ....................................................#507 ................. $21.95 ............$19.75/ea.
1957 ....................................................#508 ................. $21.95 ............$19.75/ea.

1957
CHEVRO-
LET SHOP 
MANUAL 
Filling over 
700 pages 
with detailed 
information, 
this book is a 
must for 1957 
owners. This comprehensive manual 
covers all engines, transmissions, and 
body styles for the 1957 model year. 
It’s an authorized reprint of the GM 
original used exclusively by mechanics 
in Chevrolet dealerships and repair 
shops.
1957 ..#524 ......$29.95 ......$26.95/ea.

1955
CHEVROLET
SHOP 
MANUAL  

Contains over 
500 pages 
devoted to the 
1955 model 
year. This 
authorized reprint of a GM manual 
documents every mechanical operation 
involved in the care and maintenance 
of the 1955 Chevy. Used exclusively 
by mechanics in the Chevrolet garages 
since the car first hit the streets.
1955 ..#522 ......$24.95 ......$22.45/ea.

1956
CHEVROLET
SHOP 
MANUAL 
SUPPLE-
MENT   
Supplement to 
the 1955 man-
ual, this book 
covers only the 
changes made for 1956. In this book 
there is a section devoted exclusively 
to factory air conditioning. 1956 own-
ers will require both the 1955 and 1956 
manuals for complete information. 
This is an authorized reprint of the GM 
original used exclusively by mechanics 
in the Chevrolet garages.
1956 ..#523 ......$11.95 ......$10.75/ea.

1955-57 
CHEVROLET
3-IN-1 
SHOP 
MANUAL 
This Lim-
ited Edition 
unabridged ver-
sion of all three 
Shop Manuals 
is beautifully hard bound, to look and 
last as good in your home library, as 
they are useful while working on your 
restoration. Definitely a great invest-
ment for any tri-five Chevy restoration 
project.
1955-57

 ......#12312 ..$35.95 ......$32.95/ea.

1958-60
CHEVROLET SHOP
MANUALS 
In 1958 Chevy added the Del 
Ray, Biscayne, and Impala 
models to its line, all of which 
are fully documented along 
with the complete Bel Air line.
1958 ....................................................#525 ................. $29.95 ............$26.95/ea.
1959-60 ...............................................#526 ................. $19.95 ............$17.95/ea.

BODY AND CONVERTIBLE 
TOP ADJUSTMENTS GUIDE
This wonderful little book contains all the 
information necessary to eliminate the 
confusion of what to torque, shim and/or 
adjust to get the lines exact for your 
doors, windows, trunk lid and convert-
ible top. A real must have for the quality 
restorer.
1955-57
...........#13292 ..$9.95 ..........$8.95/ea.

If you’re even tinkering with a 1955, ‘56 or ‘57 Chevy, save yourself hours of frustration and headache by investing in one of these invaluable manuals. We were amazed how much we 
learned, simply by opening one of these gems up and thumbing through each section. We’ve also realized most people don’t take the time to read the instructions, whether it be putting 
together a bike, computer or a classic Chevy, until they’re stuck. Make things easy on yourself by keeping a shop and/or assembly manual within arms’ reach for all those times when things 
just aren’t making sense. These informative manuals come straight from GM, with every mechanical and maintenance detail covered, as well as all the illustrations you need to make heads 
from tails. Shop manuals are available for the 1955 and ‘57, with the ‘56 covered in a supplement that accompanies the ‘55 manual. Or now available is the 3-in-1 shop manual that covers all 
three years. Assembly manuals are available for each year, ‘55, ‘56 and ‘57 and contain detailed drawings and the original part numbers essential for a correct restoration. The cost of these 
manuals is a fraction of what you can spend on a restoration and can save you days of frustration and labor. We figure anyone restoring a tri-five should undoubtedly have the appropriate 
manuals and a Danchuk catalog at their fingertips to make even the most complex job go smoothly. Think of these as “Tri-Five 101” required reading. 
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PRICES GOOD UNTIL AUGUST 18TH!

CHEVROLET 
FUEL
INJECTION
SHOP 
MANUAL    
With this manual 
the Chevrolet 
service man was 
provided with 
complete information on construction, 
operation, maintenance, and repair 
of the fuel injection system. Plenty of 
illustrations and photographs detail the 
step-by-step operations necessary to 
keep the system working properly. A 
great collector’s item, and best when 
used with the Rochester Fuel Injection 
Manual.
1957 ..#1776 ....$12.55 ......$10.95/ea.

ACCESSORY INSTALLATION 
MANUALS
These are reprints of the Chevrolet 
originals used by dealers to install the 
wide variety of accessories available. 
1957 manual includes truck applica-
tions. 1956 owners should refer to the 
1955 manual.
1955 ..#504 ......$9.95 ..........$8.95/ea.
1957 ..#505 ......$14.95 ......$13.45/ea.

AIR CONDITIONING 
MAINTENANCE BOOK SET
Use this set of authorized reprints to 
stay on top of your air conditioning 
system. The theory and operation book 
contains illustrations and diagrams that 
explain how the system works, and the 
maintenance book has large step-by-
step photos that show you how to keep 
it all in order. 
1955-57
...........#1502 ....$11.95 ......$10.75/set

AIR  CONDITIONING
SHOP MANUAL
An authorized reprint of the GM origi-
nal used exclusively by mechanics in 
Chevrolet repair shops. This manual is 
designed to provide complete informa-
tion on the operation, construction, and 
maintenance of the Chevrolet All-
Weather Air Conditioning System. 
1955-57

 ......#2763 ....$7.95 ..........$6.95/ea.

1953-63 CHEVROLET
BODY MOULDINGS AND
ATTACHING PARTS
This catalog has been compiled as a 
quick and easy reference when order-
ing clips and mouldings.
1953-63
...........#1119 .....$10.00 ........$9.00/ea.

COLOR ACCESSORY 
BOOKLETS
Each booklet fully documents the 
accessories available for each 
model year. Included are some 
items so rare they are almost non-
existent today.
1955 ..#501 ......$8.95 ..........$7.95/ea.
1956 ....................................................#502 ................. $8.95 ................$7.95/ea.
1957 ....................................................#503 ................. $8.95 ................$7.95/ea.

COLOR SALES BROCHURES
Handed out at car dealerships, these 
color booklets helped the customer to 
pick and choose from among the models, colors, and fabrics available. Sorry, the 
brochures for the Sedan Delivery models are not available.
1955 (Shown) .....................................#511 ................. $5.95 ................$5.25/ea.
1955 Nomad & Wagon .......................#511A ............... $5.95 ................$5.25/ea.
1956 (Shown) .....................................#512 ................. $5.95 ................$5.25/ea.
1956 Nomad & Wagon .......................#512A ............... $5.95 ................$5.25/ea.
1957 (Shown) .....................................#513 ................. $5.95 ................$5.25/ea.
1957 Nomad & Wagon .......................#513A ............... $5.95 ................$5.25/ea. 

ROCHESTER 
FUEL 
INJECTION 
MANUAL 
General Mo-
tors’ Rochester 
Products Divi-
sion produced 
this very informative manual to cover 
the fuel injection systems produced 
between 1957 and 1962. 1957 owners 
will find this manual covers many of the 
same points the Chevrolet Fuel Injec-
tion shop manual (shown above) does, 
but with even more detailed technical 
information. Photographs depict the 
1962 “flat top” design, but in function 
the units are identical. Every 1957 
F.I. owner should have a copy of this 
valuable book.
1957-62

 ......#1775 ....$14.15 ......$13.50/ea.

SUGGESTED
DELIVERED 
PRICES
Chevrolet deal-
erships used 
the Suggested 
Delivered Prices 
booklets as 
guides for setting 
their retail prices. 
Suggested prices 
for factory installed options and acces-
sories are also included. This is another 
interesting addition to any ’55-56-57 
enthusiast’s collection. The 1955 
booklet covers trucks and commercial 
vehicles as well.
1955 ..#1829 ....$2.95 ..........$2.50/ea.
1957 ..#1830 ....$2.95 ..........$2.50/ea.
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FLOOR MATS AND CAR COVERS ON SPECIAL

BRAS 
Designed specifically for the 1955, 
1956, and 1957 Chevys, these bras 
are patterned for a glove fit. 1955 and 
1957 bras are available with or without 
bumper guard cutouts. The 1956 bra 
covers both bumper configurations. Our 
bras are made with heavy, 32 ounce 
vinyl, backed by a super-soft, mildew 
resistant fabric. Sewn-in screen inserts let the air in but keep the bugs out. Protect 
your front end with style!
1955 w/out Bumper Guards ..............#878 ................. $104.95 ..........$94.95/ea.
1955 w/ Bumper Guards ....................#878B .............. $104.95 ..........$94.95/ea.
1956 w/out Bumper Guards ..............#879 ................. $104.95 ..........$94.95/ea.
1956 w/ Bumper Guards ....................#879B .............. $104.95 ..........$94.95/ea.
1957 w/out Bumper Guards ..............#880 ................. $104.95 ..........$94.95/ea.
1957 w/ Bumper Guards (Shown) ....#880B .............. $104.95 ..........$94.95/ea.

POLY-COTTON CAR 
COVERS
Made of 50% cotton and 
50% polyester, these car 
covers are both durable and 
safe for your car’s finish. 
This fabric breathes, allow-
ing heat to escape from your car, unlike 100% synthetic covers which often do 
more harm than good.
1957 Hardtop, Sedan, Convertible (Shown)

 ........................................................#649 ................. $169.95 ........$149.95/ea.
1955-56 Hardtop, Sedan, Convertible

 ........................................................#649A ............... $169.95 ........$149.95/ea.
1957 Nomad, Station Wagon, Sedan Delivery

 ........................................................#650 ................. $195.95 ........$175.95/ea.
1955-56 Nomad, Station Wagon, Sedan Delivery

 ........................................................#650A ............... $195.95 ........$175.95/ea.

FLANNEL CAR COVERS (NOT SHOWN)
Our flannel car covers are slightly heavier than the poly-cotton covers. They have 
a super-soft flannel weave that protects your car from scratching while allowing 
damaging heat to escape. Note: Not for outside use.
1955-56 Hardtop, Sedan, Convertible

 ........................................................#1107 ............... $200.95 ........$179.95/ea.
1955-56 Nomad, Station Wagon, Sedan Delivery

 ........................................................#1109 ............... $208.95 ........$188.95/ea.
1957 Hardtop, Sedan, Convertible ...#1106 ............... $200.95 ........$179.95/ea.
1957 Nomad, Station Wagon, Sedan Delivery

 ........................................................#1108 ............... $208.95 ........$188.95/ea.

FENDER COVERS
Protect your fenders with our foam-
backed vinyl covers. Double ribbing 
provides a safe place to keep tools and 
parts while working.
All ......#1048 ....$12.95 ...... $11.95/ea.

SPARE TIRE
COVERS
What do you do 
when your resto 
project is done? 

Detail the trunk. Our beautifully made 
spare tire covers give the trunk that 
finished look, and protect the tire from 
bumps and scratches. Both vinyl and felt 
covers include storage pockets.
1955-57 Felt

 ......#893 ......$29.95 ......$26.95/ea.
1955-57 Vinyl (Shown)

 ......#892 ......$29.95 ......$26.95/ea.

1955-57 FLOOR MATS WITH 
CREST LOGO
These custom mats, with 
original style ribbing, are 
fabricated in colors 
designed to match 
most Chevy applications. 
Crest is molded in and colored red, 
white, silver, gold, and blue. Set of four.
Made in the United States of America.
Black ...................................................#1321 ............... $79.95 ............$71.95/set
Red ......................................................#1322 ............... $79.95 ............$71.95/set
Blue .....................................................#1323 ............... $79.95 ............$71.95/set
Green ..................................................#1324 ............... $79.95 ............$71.95/set
Turquoise ...........................................#1325 ............... $79.95 ............$71.95/set
Copper ................................................#1326 ............... $79.95 ............$71.95/set
Tan ......................................................#12122 ............. $79.95 ............$71.95/set
Gray ....................................................#12123 ............. $79.95 ............$71.95/set

1955-56 FACTORY 
ACCESSORY FLOOR MATS
These are the original accessory 
items available from the factory in 
1955 and 1956, with colors keyed to 
coordinate with the interiors. The bow tie 
detail is located at the center of each floor 
mat. Actual size is 17-3/4" x 16". Set of two. 
Made in the USA.
Black  ..................................................#1327 ............... $46.95 ............ $42.25/pr.
Red ......................................................#1328 ............... $46.95 ............ $42.25/pr.
Blue .....................................................#1329 ............... $46.95 ............ $42.25/pr.
Green ..................................................#1330 ............... $46.95 ............ $42.25/pr.
Turquoise ...........................................#1331 ............... $46.95 ............ $42.25/pr.
Copper ................................................#1332 ............... $46.95 ............ $42.25/pr.

1955-57 CUSTOM
CARPET FLOOR MATS 
Wow! Are these the best of all world's or what? We 
took the configuration of the original rubber mats, 
added carpet and a custom logo for a completely 
custom and unique floor mat specifically designed 
to fit the 55-57's. These mats are a top quality Made in the USA product that is 
certain to upgrade the appearance of your classic's interior. 
Black w/ Crest Logo ..........................#1333 ............... $95.95 ............$86.35/set
Blue w/ Crest Logo ............................#1334 ............... $95.95 ............$86.35/set
Red w/ Crest Logo  ............................#1335 ............... $95.95 ............$86.35/set
Black w/ Bel Air Logo ........................#1317 ............... $95.95 ............$86.35/set
Red w/ Bel Air Logo ...........................#1318 ............... $95.95 ............$86.35/set
Blue w/ Bel Air Logo ..........................#1319 ............... $95.95 ............$86.35/set
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Celebrating
  50 Years of a Real American Classic



- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -     cut here      - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Name __________________________________________________________Address _________________________________________________________

City _____________________________________________State _____________ Zip ________________Daytime Phone (________ )  _________________

Evening Phone (________) ___________________Email _____________________________________ License Number ____________________________

Year/Model______________________________________________________  Color __________________________________________________________

Please, Judge my car at the show (Circle One)   Yes      No     My car is (Circle One)  Stock    Modified         Custom       Radical Custom     Trailered

Show Tee's are available @ $15.00 each in Med, Large and X-Large and @ $16.00 in XX-Large sizes.  Tee's will be delivered at the show in your goodie

bag.  To have shirts shipped to you prior to the show or if you only want to purchase tee's,  please add $10.00 per 3 (three) tee's for shipping below.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The 2007 Golden Anniversary Show is being hosted 
by the Orange County Classic Chevy Club in associa-
tion with the Los Angeles Classic Chevy Club and 
is sponsored by D&P Classic Chevy in Huntington 
Beach, CA and Danchuk Manufacturing, Inc.

The 2007 Golden Anniversary Show is open to all pre
1973 GM cars and trucks with special emphasis on
the 1957 Chevy.  50 YEARS!!!! 

1st 100 Pre-registered will receive a participants
plaque, commemorative coin and 1 (one) free
opportunity drawing ticket.  All participants will 
receive a goodie bag.

The 2007 Golden Anniversary Show will be held at 
the Long Beach Veteran's Stadium, Long Beach, CA.
Intersection of Conant and Clark

Payment
Make your check payable to: Orange County Classic Chevy Club.

Vehicle Registration (one application per vehicle please) ..........................................................................................................................................     $40.00
Tee Shirts                    .............................................................................................................................................  __________     

Shipping for Tee Shirts @$10.00 per 3   (Shirts will be delivered at the show if shipping is not added) ...............................................................  __________

Total enclosed .....................................................................................................................................................................................................  __________

   GOLDEN SHOW CHECK LIST - HAVE YOU INCLUDED YOUR ENTRY FORM?  _____ FEE?  ______  TEE SHIRT MONEY? ______ STAMPED ENVELOPE? _____

Qty ________ Med        
Qty ________ Large     
Qty ________ X-Large 
Qty ________ XXL       

To Register for the 2007 Golden Anniversary Show, honoring the 50th Anniversary
of the 1957 Chevrolet, please fill out this form and mail, before July 9, 2007. Include
your $40.00 per vehicle entry fee ($45.00 day of show), tee shirt payment and self ad-dd
dressed stamped envelope to:

Golden Anniversary Show
18331 Enterprise Lane
Huntington Beach, CA 92648

No mail in applications will be accepted after July 9, 2007

Online registration is available at www.golden567shows.com thru July 18, 2007

Show merchandise can be purchased on the web at www.golden567shows.com or call D&P at 714-375-0889 or 

Danchuk at 800-854-6911.  Golden Shows reserves the right to re-class entries or add classes as it deems necessary. 

Registration includes admission for driver and passenger.  Participant vehicles will be admitted starting at 7am on the

day of the show.  Spectators will be admitted starting at 9am.  Admission for Spectators and additional passengers is

$5.00.  Children under 12 Free.  Show hours are 9-4 on August 18th, 2007. 

���7��������������������������������������������������

Mail to : Golden Anniversary Show, 18331 Enterprise Lane, Huntington Beach, CA 92648

@ 15.00 each                        

@ 15.00 each
@ 15.00 each
@ 16.00 each

August 18th, 2007  9-4

Coming from out of town?
Check our website at www.golden567shows for a list 
of hotels offering special show rates.

Vendor Information
Vendors interested in participating in the show 
please contact Mac McElmurry @ 714-952-8471 or 
email him at lmcelmurry@sbcglobal.net for informa-
tion or visit www.golden567shows.com for details
and to download a Vendor Application. 
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Our customers drive their cars to our Santa Ana, California showroom every day.  Beautiful examples of the Tri-5 Chevy’s that we 
love.  So we knew it would only be a matter of time until one our will call customers drove one of their Tri-5’s to our new place in Indy.

Finally . . . . a Tri-5 comes to visit in Indy.

We opened our doors for shipping and will call 
customers in January so we had to wait through 
the snow and cold winter weather but finally, in 
March, up rolled a beautiful ‘57 Belair 2-door 
hardtop.  The car belongs to Orville Ward of 
Crawfordsville, Indiana, a town about 30 miles 
northwest of our place in Brownsburg and it is 
a real beauty.  

Orvilles ‘57 is an original 283 Power Pack car, 
Onyx Black with a Red and Black interior.  Not a 
daily driver (no one really drives their babies here 
year round) but almost a daily driver when the 
weather permits as Orville says he would rather 
drive this than any other car he owns.  “I get so 
many looks and such a good reaction from the 
people who see me driving around….they just 
love it” he says.  This is not the first Classic that 
Orville has owned.  Among others he has been 
the proud owner of a ‘64 Impala Convertible, a ‘55 
Crown Victoria, a ‘57 Fairlaine and a ‘60 Belair, 
but he tells us that the ‘57 is his favorite and 
he intends to take it around to local shows this 
summer to show her off and maybe win a trophy 
or two.  No matter what, this ‘57 will always be 
the first Tri-5 to drive up to the Danchuk Midwest 
Facility.  Our thanks to Orville for letting us take 
pictures of his car when he came to visit and we 
wish him the best of luck with the car….we think 
it is a winner for sure.  

Finally . . . . a Tri-5 comes to visit in Indy.

15DANCHUK . . . “THERE’S NO COMPARISON”



DANCHUK MANUFACTURING 
3201 S. STANDARD AVENUE

SANTA ANA, CA 92705

PRESORTED 
STANDARD

U.S. POSTAGE PAID
LAGUNA NIGUEL, CA

PERMIT NO. 1051

 July Event Location City and State
 13-14-15 SUPER CHEVY SHOW O’REILLY RACEWAY PARK AT INDY  INDIANAPOLIS, IN
 19-20-21-22 SUPER CHEVY SHOW MAPLE GROVE RACEWAY READING, PA
 27-28-29 SUPER CHEVY SHOW MILAN DRAGWAY MILAN, MI

 August Event Location City and State
 5-12 HOT AUGUST NIGHTS BIG BOY TOY STORE RENO, NV
 18 2007 GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY SHOW LONG BEACH VETERAN’S STADIUM LONG BEACH, CA

 September Event Location City and State
 7-8-9 OHIO SWAP MEET CARS AND PARTS CLARK COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS SPRINGFIELD, OH
 13-14-15-16 FALL CHARLOTTE LOEWS MOTOR SPEEDWAY CONCORD, NC
 21-22-23 SUPER CHEVY SHOW MOROSO MOTORSPORTS PARK WEST PALM BEACH, FL

BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER!BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER!


